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A Lifetime Affair
Lessons Learned Living My Passion
By Stephanie Ann Lynn
What people are saying about
A Lifetime Affair:
“As a horseperson, I really enjoyed every
story-Quarter Horse industry folk will
appreciate Stephanie’s barn-aisle honesty.
But her lessons learned in the risks and
rewards of a life with horses offers
inspiration for everyone. Horses, and horse
people, are amazing teachers.”
Christine Hamilton, Editor, Quarter Horse
Journal

A Lifetime Affair is a collection of delightfully engaging true
stories depicting the author’s journey from a wide-eyed, determined
young girl obsessed with horses to a champion in the show ring,
world-class trainer and respected horse show judge.
From the bouncing back and forth on Prince Henry, the springbased toy horse, to sludging muck in the barn during Wisconsin’s
bitter winters, to building a business in the sultry heat of Texas, to
taking her place in the winners’ circle of the World Championship
show ring, Stephanie takes readers with her, offering insight and

“Stephanie is a horseman with a sense of
grace and style. She is a great teacher,
encouraging and tough!”

inspiration at every turn. Readers will feel the passion, witness the
perseverance, and cheer the determination that led to Stephanie’s
hard-fought and well-earned achievements.

Angie Southworth, student

A Lifetime Affair is written for horse lovers, dream chasers and
“In 2009, I proudly cheered from the
stands as I watched Stephanie win at the
AQHA World Championship show in Sr.
Pleasure Driving. Stephanie is a wonderful
lady and deserves all she dreams of in life.
I hope that she will influence you, as she
did me… Use Stephanie’s stories to Follow
Your Dreams.”
Lynn Palm Pittion Rossillon
World-renowned horse trainer, mentor

“An inspiring read. Any person with a

people of all ages who can benefit from a small spark of inspiration
to ignite their own passions.
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Author Stephanie Ann Lynn was born and raised in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. She is a graduate of
the University of North Texas in Denton, and has been a professional horseman since 1979. She
currently shows, judges and coaches, working primarily with Quarter Horses. She and her husband
divide their time between Lake Weir, Florida, and Fall Creek, Wisconsin.

“Relationships based on the common scent of horses have taught me to dust
myself off when I am down and shared in the glory of the happiest days of
my life. How blessed I am.” – Stephanie Ann Lynn
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